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https://leagues.bluesombrero.com/default.aspx?portalid=12415 or www.CCYSL.Club

CCYSL Meeting Minutes September 13th, 2021

The purpose of this meeting is to communicate across the board how the Fall 2021 Season is
running so far.

Position Member Attendance Notes

Registrar Cynthia
Nordwick/ Dan

X Season is up and running and schedules are
complete.  Spring registration is being worked
on.

We follow CDC guidelines regarding COVID.

Secretary Ann Smiley X Nothing to report
Any amendments to the August Minutes? No
Invite coaches to the board members to allow
coaches to be involved within the league.
Potentially bring back the meeting credits as
well (future discussion)

Director of
Select

Karin Fischer X Next season - qualifiers for beginning and end
dates/times for select teams, maximum amount
of games etc.  Maybe do a shared google doc
to manage scheduling teams and refs. Spring
doesn’t matter much but in the fall we are
looking at the middle of October as a hard
deadline due to the beginning of maintenance.

Site links - COVID guidelines, update to the
CDC policy.  We currently have the return to
play policy listed.

Head
Referee

Mark Baker Not in attendance

Referee
Scheduler

Brian Wilson X A couple of refs that were not feeling well and
have cancelled a couple games.  We are
hoping we are just excising an abundance of
caution but will continue to monitor.

Coaching
Coordinator

Megan Schubert X Next season, we need to be more clear about
what the coaches are responsible for and
communicating about fields.

https://leagues.bluesombrero.com/default.aspx?portalid=12415
http://www.ccysl.club


Communicate policy about cancellations.
Cancellations can be for any reason including
kids not feeling well, heat, short players etc.
Please allow time prior to the cancellation and
let the other coach and ref know. The coach will
need to determine if it is appropriate to
practice/play the game.

Soccer Balls - Megan still has St. Joe's soccer
balls. Is providing a new ball each season a
necessity?  For new coaches, yes. Maybe only
provide coaches if they are needed.

Frequency? Maybe just provide in the Spring
and provide as necessary for new coaches or
aging up.
Will follow up prior to Feb.

Vice
President /
elect

OPEN

Director of
Field
Maintenance

Mike Garnick X Maintenance - tough with the heat, pretty
typical. Deadline of middle of Oct for
maintenance.
Email about a practice field about the goal and
nets, potentially a hazard.  Let the coaches
know that we are not the responsible party for
the field maintenance of the practice fields. Can
be communicated during field draw.  If it’s
brought to our attention we can help find the
responsible party (owner of the field) to fix.

Elks shootout - need further communication
about the goal and line to be drawn.  Linda is
working on a plan to bring in their own goal for
the shoot out.
If your player wins, they move on to the state
level shootout. Communication will need to be
sent 9/14.

Director of
Fields

Tim Gessner Not in attendance.

Treasurer Tom Duckworth X Net worth: $93,510.74
Tower park lease payment is coming up
Tax expected ~20k
Looking at around ~$60k at the end of the year
after all expenses.



President Mike Kramer X Our COVID policy has always tied to what the
school systems regarding if we will play.  If the
schools are in session, we will play.

Miscommunication between board and select
teams this season.

What is the club’s role with select leagues?
We are unsure on what the future looks like for
field use in regard to Kings Hammer.  We will
be discussing our decision on this for the
Spring season.  Our goal is to provide for
Campbell County use, so if the teams are
Campbell County based, they may take
precedence.

Will need to follow up with Select Teams.

U6 League
Coordinators

Jake Kappesser
& Ann Smiley

Metals will be ordered this week. Otherwise,
the season is going as planned.

Michael Huber - Blue Sombrero is a little difficult to navigate, maybe we should communicate
how to find more info a little better in the future.  Really is on the coaches to communicate about
any COVID related issues.  If a team needs to cancel last minute due to COVID, the league will
pay for the ref fees.

Casey and Brent - Would really appreciate it if there is a live google doc that can be updated.

Brent - Classic and Premiere teams are trying to figure out where to play.  They have no benefit
of where to play.  Making it hard to provide high end soccer when fields cannot be found.


